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In my Craft or Sullen Art
– by Dylan Thomas –

A

Pronouns are often small and easily overlooked, yet in many poems they are a key to 
understanding the ‘voice’ of the poem and the identity of anyone directly addressed in 
the poem.

B

Learners often stop at the end of lines thinking lines are units of meaning. This 
question is intended to encourage learners to look for meaning at the sentence level, 
and appreciate that here each sentence is a full stanza.

Finding the main verb, especially when ‘hidden’ amidst about 60 words should help 
learners see the focus of the poem more clearly. Finding dynamic verbs in a poem can 
often help locate the centre of ‘energy’ in a poem.

If you were an author, would you say: “These are the reasons I wrote.”?
Does the use of the present tense imply only the present time of writing here?

What two words in the poem suggest that writing a poem includes a degree of effort? 
What does the word ‘exercised’ in line 2 suggest in this context? Do you think ‘labour’ 
(line 6) could be a ‘labour of love’ here? Would it still imply effort even so?

The word ‘sullen’ in line 1 can mean the following: unwilling to talk or be sociable; 
sulky; morose; sluggish; slow. Which meaning or meanings do you think match the 
poem most convincingly? What word or words in the poem help convince you that 
this meaning fits here?

C

Identifying the tense (and the reference to ‘craft’ and ‘art’) can help learners decide if 
this poem is just about the writing of one poem or about the writing of many poems.

The teacher could refer to the quotation on the prompt (from Vernon Watkins) to see 
how far students think it corresponds with Dylan Thomas’ ideas in this poem.

It may help here if learners discuss their own experience of ‘creative writing’ – perhaps 
sometimes a combination of effort and reward.

Activities
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D

Apart from the actual task, this question is intended to draw attention to the 
deliberate patterning in the poem. There are no set answers here, allowing for 
personal response (with supporting textual evidence) to flourish.

E

As with pronouns, these words which provide the backbone of the argument of the 
poem are often overlooked. Once learners have identified them, reading the poem 
(aloud) with meaning should be much easier.

We have seen that in the first stanza the argument flows from ‘Not (for)’ to ‘Or’ to ‘But 
(for)’. In the second stanza there is a parallel structure from ‘Not (for)’ to ‘Nor (for)’ to 
‘But (for)’ [to ‘Nor’].

F

Focusing on the negatives helps direct learners’ attention to the aspects of a 
‘celebrity’ approach to poems and poets which Dylan Thomas seems to reject.

G

Once the negatives have been identified, the ostensible audience for his poems 
becomes clearer. But learners can explore how far the irony implied here means that 
this is a challenging route to take if you are trying to earn a living. The lovers who take 
no heed of his craft or art will not be listening to his readings or buying his books (they 
‘pay no praise or wages’).

To ‘heed’ means to pay close attention to.
What does the poem suggest is the irony in choosing to write for the lovers?

(Irony suggests a state of affairs or an event that seems deliberately contrary to what 
you expect/a strange situation when things happen in the opposite way to the one 
you expect.)

H

This activity should help learners see just how carefully Dylan Thomas has structured 
the poem. But they need to go on to explore the effect of these choices, including 
discussing the link between the first and last lines.

In my Craft or Sullen Art
– by Dylan Thomas –
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According to Vernon Watkins, Dylan Thomas ‘disliked having rhymes stamped ready 
for him like the stations on railway tickets.’ What would be the problem of having 
more rhymes in this poem?  How far does the rhyming that is here add to the poem?
Answer: abcdebdecca 
                abcde     ecca

This could be extended, with learners working out how many syllables there are in 
each line. What do you notice? What do you think is the effect of having a different 
line length at the end of each stanza? Is the shorter line of 6 syllables rather than 7 
(subconsciously) unexpected, therefore having more impact?

Dylan Thomas used to discuss his poems frequently with another Swansea poet, 
Vernon Watkins. Vernon Watkins said, “A poet need have only one enemy: his 
reputation.”
What do you think Vernon Watkins meant by this? Based on the evidence of this poem 
by Dylan Thomas, do you think Dylan Thomas would have agreed?
(The book Vernon Watkins on Dylan Thomas and other poets and poetry is a useful 
guide, and usually it can be assumed that the two poets had similar views on poetry.)

In my Craft or Sullen Art
– by Dylan Thomas –

Further activities

These Teachers’ Notes, provided to support the teaching and learning of GCSE 
English Literature, contain some ideas which teachers could use to stimulate 
discussion and debate, in conjunction with other materials and sound classroom 
teaching. Context is not assessed in this non-examination assessment.


